Cloud feedbacks and rapid adjustments to an abrupt quadrupling of CO 2 are diagnosed in five CMIP5 models using cloud radiative kernels in combination with cloud top pressure-and optical depthpartitioned cloud fractions. Upon CO 2 quadrupling, clouds exhibit a rapid reduction in fractional coverage, cloud top pressure, and optical depth, each contributing roughly equally to a positive global mean net cloud adjustment. Uniform rapid reductions in mid-level clouds, opposed by large increases in marine low-level cloudiness, are especially important in reducing planetary albedo in every model. As the planet warms, clouds become fewer, higher, and thicker, and global mean net cloud feedback is positive in all but one model. As in CMIP3, high cloud changes dominate the inter-model spread in longwave (LW) and shortwave (SW) cloud feedbacks, but low cloud changes dominate that of net cloud feedback. The importance of the negative optical depth feedback relative to the amount feedback at high latitudes is even more marked than in CMIP3. We show that the negative LW cloud adjustment inferred in previous studies is primarily caused by a 1.3 W m −2 cloud masking of the CO 2 forcing rather than by genuine cloud changes, and that the cloud feedback is 0.3 W m −2 K −1 more positive when cloud masking effects are accounted for. We also show that failure to account for rapid adjustments leads to an overestimate of the positive cloud amount and altitude feedbacks and an underestimate of the negative cloud optical depth feedback, leading to a 100% overestimate of the ensemble mean net cloud feedback.
Introduction
Although 30 years have passed since the Charney report (Charney (1979) ) first synthesized the state of climate science and noted the prominent role of radiative feedbacks in driving uncertainty in projections of future climate change, the current generation of climate models continues to exhibit a wide range of radiative feedbacks and climate sensitivities (Andrews et al. (2012b) ). For a given increase in greenhouse gas concentration, the ensemble of models predict a range of warming magnitudes that is directly proportional to the magnitude of the radiative feedbacks that operate as the planet warms, and diversity in cloud feedbacks is consistently identified as the dominant source of this wide range (Dufresne and Bony (2008) ; Soden and Held (2006) ). This is not surprising considering the tremendous leverage of clouds on both the longwave (LW) and shortwave (SW) budget of the planet and the fact that they are produced from sub-grid scale parameterization schemes rather than explicitly modeled in GCMs.
The importance of clouds as feedback mechanisms has been appreciated since at least the early 1970s with the pioneering studies of Schneider (1972) , Schneider and Dickinson (1974) , Cess (1974) , and Cess (1975) , and continues to be an active area of research up to the present. In general, simulations in which the planet warms due to increased CO 2 exhibit an overall decrease in cloud fraction, except at high latitudes and in some tropical areas that become more favorable for convection (Wetherald and Manabe (1988) ; Senior and Mitchell (1993) ; Colman et al. (2001) ; Meehl et al. (2007) ; Zelinka et al. (2012b) ). They also exhibit increased cloud top altitude as the troposphere deepens (Zelinka and Hartmann (2010) ; Zelinka et al. (2012b) ) and an increase in high-latitude cloud optical depth due to 1 increases in cloud water content and phase changes (Senior and Mitchell (1993) ; Tsushima et al. (2006) ; Zelinka et al. (2012b) ). These gross features are quite common to most GCM simulations. However, subtle changes to cloud properties that vary in space and time lead to significant spatio-temporal variability in the magnitudes of large and oppositely-signed cloud feedbacks, of which the global mean cloud feedback is the small residual.
Recently it has become apparent that clouds also respond directly to the greenhouse gas perturbation in such a way as to modify the radiative budget of the planet independently of their surface temperature-mediated effects (Gregory and Webb (2008) ). Such so-called "semi-direct" or rapid responses of clouds arise because CO 2 perturbations have an immediate effect on the radiative cooling rate and temperature structure of the atmosphere, even before the global mean surface temperature can respond (i.e., on a timescale of less than one month). Unlike radiative feedbacks, of which cloud feedback is one among several relevant for modifying the TOA energy balance as the planet warms, rapid adjustments to CO 2 are almost entirely due to cloud changes (Andrews and Forster (2008) ; Colman and McAvaney (2011) ). It has been repeatedly shown that rapid reductions in the coverage of low clouds upon introduction of CO 2 play the dominant role in causing positive adjustments through the attendant reduction in planetary albedo (Andrews and Forster (2008) ; Colman and McAvaney (2011) ; Watanabe et al. (2011); Webb et al. (2012) ; Wyant et al. (2012) ). These low cloud reductions have been attributed to decreases in relative humidity in association with CO 2 -induced temperature increases (Colman and McAvaney (2011) ) and to shoaling of the planetary boundary layer due to suppressed surface heat fluxes (Watanabe et al. (2011) ) or reductions in entrainment (Wyant et al. (2012) ). For a thorough review of the current state of knowledge of the cloud adjustments to CO 2 , see Andrews et al. (2012a) .
As first pointed out in Gregory and Webb (2008) , many of the radiation anomalies due to cloud changes that are commonly included as part of the cloud feedback actually occur due to rapid cloud adjustments. Webb et al. (2012) found that the contribution of variations in cloud feedback to the inter-model spread in climate sensitivity is about 4 times as large as that due to rapid cloud adjustments, though the latter is not negligible. Properly distinguishing between and quantifying the radiative implications of rapid and global mean surface temperature-mediated cloud changes is thus necessary for (1) disentangling the role of CO 2 from that of global mean surface temperature in causing clouds to change within a given model and (2) properly attributing inter-model spread of climate sensitivity to forcing versus feedback.
There are two main issues that cause difficulty in interpreting results from previous studies. The first is methodological and the second involves the choice of diagnostics. Most studies to date (excluding those listed in the previous two paragraphs) have computed cloud feedbacks by simply taking some measure of the top of atmosphere (TOA) radiative flux anomaly due to clouds between a perturbed and unperturbed climate and dividing by the global mean surface temperature change that occurred between climate states. However, rapid cloud changes that are not temperature dependent may make a substantial contribution to the TOA flux anomaly, and failing to account for them may result in an estimated feedback of the wrong magnitude and even sign (Andrews and Forster (2008) ).
On the other hand, most studies -especially those evaluating an ensemble of models -that have computed the rapid cloud adjustment and cloud feedback have done so using anomalies in cloud radiative effect (CRE; the clearminus all-sky upwelling radiative flux at the TOA) as their diagnostic (e.g., Andrews et al. (2012b) ). As pointed out in Soden et al. (2004) and Soden et al. (2008) , anomalies in CRE include contributions from changes in non-cloud variables in such a way as to negatively bias the derived cloud feedback. Additionally, the presence of clouds masks a portion of the radiative forcing due to CO 2 independent of any cloud response to it. Studies that have used more sophisticated techniques that avoid cloud masking have been performed only within a given model (e.g., Colman and McAvaney (2011); Watanabe et al. (2011); Wyant et al. (2012) ), only for fixed sea surface temperature (SST) simulations with perturbed CO 2 (e.g., Wyant et al. (2012) ), and/or only in slab ocean models (Andrews and Forster (2008) ).
Thus there is a need for quantification of "true 1 " cloud feedbacks and rapid adjustments across an ensemble of current fully-coupled time-evolving AOGCM integrations in which cloud masking effects are avoided and surface temperature-independent cloud responses are not included in feedback estimates. It is also highly desirable to diagnose in detail the changes to cloud types and properties that are associated with feedbacks and rapid adjustments and quantify their impacts on TOA fluxes. So doing shines light on the physical mechanisms responsible for the adjustments and feedbacks and more clearly identifies the changes to cloud types and properties for which models agree and disagree. These are the primary motivations for this study.
The cloud radiative kernel technique (Zelinka et al. (2012a) ) is uniquely suited to this problem. Because the radiation anomalies computed with the cloud radiative kernels are due to cloud changes alone, with no influence from non-cloud changes, they easily provide estimates of the true cloud feedback and rapid adjustment. Furthermore, because the cloud radiative kernels quantify the sensitivity of TOA fluxes to cloud fraction perturbations for 49 different cloud types, the technique provides a quantitative partitioning of the rapid cloud adjustments and cloud feedbacks among altitude and optical depth-segregated cloud types and among changes in the overall amount, altitude, and optical depth of clouds. Finally, whereas inter-model spread in rapid adjustments and feedbacks may include some contribution from inter-model spread in radiation codes, use of the cloud radiative kernels and the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) simulator (described below) ensures a standard radiative code and definition of cloud across models, allowing for unambiguous attribution of inter-model spread to inter-model differences in cloud responses.
Data and Methodology
We make use of monthly diagnostics from abrupt4xCO2, sstClim, sstClim4xCO2, 1pctCO2, and piControl simulations of five fully-coupled ocean-atmosphere GCMs available in the Fifth Coupled Model Intercomparison Project / Second Cloud Feedback Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5/CFMIP2) archive (Table 1) . Here we adopt the CMIP5 experiment nomenclature of Taylor et al. (2012) . The abrupt4xCO2 runs we analyze are branched from piControl runs by instantaneously quadrupling the atmospheric CO 2 concentration from its preindustrial level and holding it fixed. The sstClim and sstClim4xCO2 runs are atmosphere-only simulations in which climatological SSTs and sea ice from the piControl run are imposed, but with atmospheric CO 2 levels fixed at preindustrial and quadrupled levels, respectively. The 1pctCO2 runs are forced by a compounding 1% yr −1 increase in CO 2 from preindustrial levels, reaching quadrupled levels 140 years after branching from piControl.
Though it would be preferable to remove any residual drift that may be present in the piControl, abrupt4xCO2, and 1pctCO2 runs by subtracting the trend over the entire piControl period in each variable, the limited time period over which relevant diagnostics are available precludes us from doing so. Specifically, output from the ISCCP simulator is available only for the first and last 20 years of the abrupt4xCO2 run and the last 20 years of the 1pctCO2 run (and the corresponding time periods in the piControl run), as called for in the CMIP5 protocol. Rather, we subtract from each of these 20-year periods the monthly mean annual cycle from the corresponding 20-year portion of the piControl run. The monthly mean climatologies in the sstClim4xCO2 and sstClim runs are differenced to compute anomalies for that set of runs.
For each model (except M P I − ESM − LR), a twelvemember ensemble of abrupt4xCO2 simulations are analyzed, each one having branched from piControl in a different month of the year (Taylor et al. (2012) ). The first ensemble member is run for the 150 year duration of the abrupt4xCO2 simulation whereas the others are run only for the first 5 years following quadrupling. The monthly anomalies in each of these 5-year ensemble members are computed with respect to the monthly mean annual cycle from the corresponding 5-year portion of the piControl run. Because each ensemble member is perturbed starting in a different month, averaging across all twelve members for each month provides "monthly" resolution of the early years of the perturbed simulation while not being sensitive to the month in which the perturbation occurred. Each model analyzed in this study implemented the ISCCP simulator (Klein and Jakob (1999); Webb et al. (2001) ), which provides histograms of cloud fraction as a joint function of seven cloud top pressure (CT P ) ranges and seven cloud optical depth (τ ) ranges in an analogous manner to the observational ISCCP cloud products. The simulator makes use of the model's overlap assumptions to create a sub-grid distribution of clouds within each model grid box, then uses a simple radiation model to produce TOA radiances emerging from the cloudy scene. Finally, the simulator applies the same retrieval algorithm as used in ISCCP to these radiances to derive cloud properties as would be inferred from the passive ISCCP instruments. Thus the ISCCP simulator translates the modeled cloud fields into a distribution of cloud fractions in CT P and τ space as ISCCP would observe for an atmosphere with the properties of the model.
The five models listed in Table 1 were chosen because they are the currently available (as of July 2012) models that performed the necessary experiments with a correctlyimplemented ISCCP simulator. To verify this, we compared the model-produced total cloud fraction diagnostic (clt) with the sum of the ISCCP simulator-produced cloud fraction histogram (C tot ). In the models that have successfully implemented the simulator, the global mean C tot minus clt bias is no larger than 1.9% absolute and the RMS difference is no larger than 4.4%.
A key feature of the cloud distributions provided by the ISCCP simulator is that cloud fraction in each bin of the histogram is a "radiatively-relevant" non-overlapped cloud fraction (from a TOA perspective). Thus, it is possible to quantify the individual contributions of changes of each cloud type to changes in the TOA LW and SW fluxes. Zelinka et al. (2012a) used a radiative transfer model (Fu and Liou (1993) ) to compute sensitivities of TOA LW and SW fluxes (R) to absolute perturbations of cloud fraction (C pτ ) of 1% in each of the 49 bins of the ISCCP histogram, which they refer to as cloud radiative kernels (K pτ ): Yukimoto et al. (2011) Analogous to the non-cloud kernels of Soden et al. (2008) and Shell et al. (2008) , the cloud radiative kernels, when multiplied by changes in ISCCP simulator-diagnosed cloud fraction (∆C pτ ) between a perturbed and unperturbed climate and summed over all CT P and τ categories, produce an estimate of the cloud-induced anomaly in upwelling TOA radiative fluxes (∆R C ):
The cloud feedback is then easily computed by taking these radiative anomalies and dividing by the change in global mean surface air temperature (∆T s ) between the perturbed and unperturbed climate. Zelinka et al. (2012a) showed that the cloud feedbacks computed using this technique agreed very well, both in the global mean and on a pointby-point basis with the adjusted change in cloud forcing method of Soden et al. (2008) and Shell et al. (2008) , though agreement was generally better in the SW. Two of the most appealing aspects of the cloud radiative kernel method are (1) that the cloud feedback is computed directly from the changes in cloud fraction and is not influenced by changes in clear-sky fluxes and (2) that the cloud feedback at any location and month can be quantitatively attributed to changes in 49 different cloud types, giving unprecedented insight into the cloud types as well as the changes in overall cloud properties that contribute to the cloud feedback. Gregory et al. (2004) showed that the evolving change in global mean TOA radiative fluxes following an abrupt change in forcing, when plotted against ∆T s , closely follows a straight line, implying that the planetary energy budget can be expressed in a simple linear form:
where ∆R is the net downwelling TOA radiative flux anomaly relative to the initial equilibrium state, F is the applied radiative forcing, and α is the net climate feedback (including the Planck response and therefore negative for a stable climate). F and α are both determined by least squares regression as the y-intercept and slope of the regression line, respectively.
Here we use this same diagnostic approach, but focus specifically on cloud-induced radiative flux anomalies. We plot the cloud-induced downwelling radiative flux anomaly (∆R C ) computed with the cloud radiative kernels (Eq. 2) against surface temperature to derive the cloud feedback (α C ) and the instantaneous radiation perturbation due to rapid cloud adjustments (F C ):
Note that a positive slope (α C > 0) implies a positive cloud feedback, and vice versa. As will be shown below, global and annual mean values of ∆R C vary linearly with global mean ∆T s , implying α C and F C are constants that can be estimated by ordinary least squares (OLS) linear regression of ∆R C on ∆T s . We use all twelve ensemble members' annual means in computing the regression, but each are given a weight of 1/12 during the first 5 years. The y-intercept of the regression line is an estimate of the cloud-induced radiative perturbation immediately after CO 2 is quadrupled and global mean ∆T s is still 0, which we will refer to as the rapid cloud adjustment (F C ). The slope of the OLS regression line passing through the data points represents the change in cloud-induced radiative fluxes per increase in global mean surface temperature, the cloud feedback (α C ). Unlike the values of cloud feedback derived by plotting cloud radiative effect anomalies against surface temperature anomalies (Gregory and Webb (2008); Andrews et al. (2012b) ), α C contains only the cloud-induced radiative flux anomalies with no contribution from clear-sky flux anomalies. Uncertainties in OLS regression slopes are estimated as the 2σ range of possible regression slopes computed from 1000 bootstrapped samples with replacement. 
Global Mean Rapid Cloud Adjustments and Cloud Feedbacks
In Figures 1 and 2 , we show Gregory plots for cloudrelated anomalies in TOA LW and SW radiative fluxes, respectively, for the five models studied. The left column contains (black) cloud-induced TOA radiative flux anoma- lies derived using cloud radiative kernels and (gray) CRE anomalies plotted against global mean ∆T s anomalies. In the right column is the breakdown of the kernel-derived cloud-induced radiation anomalies into amount, altitude, and optical depth components (discussed below). In addition, we show in red crosses the anomalies from the sstClim4xCO2 experiments, which give alternative estimates of the response of clouds to a CO 2 quadrupling while attempting to keep the surface from warming. Note, however, that the land surface warms, which is reflected in a global mean warming of roughly 0.5 K. We also overlay with diamonds the anomalies from the last 5 years of the 1pctCO2 runs (i.e., the five years closest to when CO 2 concentrations are quadrupled from pre-industrial). Tables 2 and 3 contain global mean values of LW, SW, and net rapid cloud adjustments and cloud feedbacks, respectively, for the five models analyzed.
Global mean values of ∆LW CRE and ∆LW C behave remarkably linearly when plotted against the ∆T s anomalies, and rarely deviate from the OLS regression lines. In Table 2 . Global mean LW, SW, and net rapid cloud adjustments. The intercept uncertainty for an individual model is the 95% confidence interval on the regression slope and intercept. The uncertainty in individual models' sstClim4xCO2 estimates is the standard deviation of the 30 annual means (50 in the case of CanESM2). The uncertainty in the mean is the standard deviation across model means.
-0.01 ± 0.20 1.64 ± 0.33 1.63 ± 0.30 0.22 ± 0.09 1.09± 0.14 1.31± 0.15 HadGEM2-ES 0.18 ± 0.18 -0.57 ± 0.28 -0.39 ± 0.22 -0.26 ± 0.07 1.01± 0.13 0.75± 0.12 MIROC5 -0.04 ± 0.31 1.15 ± 0.36 1.11 ± 0.26 -0.32 ± 0.08 1.54± 0.15 1.22± 0.11 MPI-ESM-LR -0.16 ± 0.20 2.09 ± 0.38
1.93 ± 0.31 N/A N/A N/A MRI-CGCM3 -0.15 ± 0.14 -0.25 ± 0.20 -0.40 ± 0.18 -0.13 ± 0.09 0.24± 0.11 0.11±0.11 Mean -0.04 ± 0.14 0.81 ± 1.17 0.78 ± 1.11 -0.12 ± 0.24 0.97 ± 0.54 0.85 ± 0.55 all but one model (M RI − CGCM 3) the true LW cloud feedback is positive, though in both the M RI − CGCM 3 and M IROC5 models, it is statistically indistinguishable from zero. Even among this relatively small ensemble of five models, the LW cloud feedback spans a considerable range, from just under 0 to 0.8 W m −2 K −1 . The true LW cloud adjustment (y-intercept) is negative in all but the HadGEM 2−ES model, and is indistinguishable from zero in all but the HadGEM 2 − ES and M RI − CGCM 3 models, implying that rapid cloud adjustments to quadrupled CO 2 have small relevance -in the global mean -for the LW budget of the planet. (Note that in the HadGEM 2 − ES model, the early anomalies clearly deviate from the regression line, so even this model likely has a small negative LW cloud adjustment.) These small and generally negative values of LW cloud adjustment are consistent with those listed in Table 1 of Andrews and Forster (2008) .
In contrast, the ∆LW CRE-derived feedback (plotted in gray) is considerably less positive or more negative than the true LW cloud feedback, and the rapid LW cloud adjustment is systematically large and negative, between -1.2 and -2.0 W m −2 . The former is a consequence of noncloud-induced radiative flux anomalies that are included in LW CRE anomalies, primarily increases in water vapor that act to decrease clear-sky upwelling LW fluxes (Soden et al. (2004) ). The latter is a consequence of cloud masking of the direct radiative forcing by CO 2 . Both of these processes will be discussed in greater detail below.
∆SW CRE and ∆SW C also behave quite linearly when plotted against the ∆T s anomalies, though compared with the LW, larger deviations from the OLS regression lines are apparent in the first few years after quadrupling, especially in the HadGEM 2 − ES and M RI − CGCM 3 models (Figure 2 ). The SW cloud feedbacks vary considerably among the models, though unlike the LW cloud feedbacks, the signs are unconstrained, ranging from -0.3 to 0.3 W m −2 K −1 . In contrast to the consistently small LW cloud adjustments, the SW cloud adjustments vary from -0.6 to 2.1 W m −2 and are always distinguishable from zero. The two models for which it is negative (HadGEM 2 − ES and M RI − CGCM 3) exhibit obvious deviations from the regression line in the first few years of the integration, and their early anomalies are positive 2 . Clearly rapid cloud adjustments are much more relevant to the global mean SW budget than to the LW budget and -considering the early abrupt4xCO2 anomalies and the sstClim4xCO2 anomalies rather than the regression intercepts -tend to enhance the radiative forcing due to CO 2 , in accord with previous studies (Andrews and Forster (2008) ∆SW CRE-and ∆SW C -derived rapid cloud adjustments are consistently closer to each other in the SW than in the LW, implying that cloud masking of the forcing is smaller in the SW, as expected. The true SW cloud feedback is consistently more positive or less negative than the ∆SW CRE "feedback" indicating that clouds mask positive non-cloud SW feedbacks, primarily the surface albedo feedback. This is an especially large effect in the M IROC5 and M P I − ESM − LR models.
Note that in Figures 1 and 2 , ∆CRE and ∆R C from the 1pctCO2 runs (diamonds) lie along the regression line, and anomalies in the sstClim4xCO2 runs (red crosses) correspond closely with the early anomalies in the quadrupled CO 2 runs. This highlights the robustness of these anomalies for a given increase in CO 2 and surface temperature. That the 1pctCO2 anomalies lie along the regression line at the time in the 1pctCO2 run where the CO 2 is close to 4 times its preindustrial value suggests that the cloud adjustments due solely to CO 2 depend only on the prevailing CO 2 concentration, and not its history. This implies that the portion of the cloud-induced radiation anomalies due to rapid adjustments to CO 2 in the 1pctCO2 runs may Table 3 . Global mean LW, SW, and net cloud feedbacks. The uncertainty for an individual model is the 95% confidence interval on the regression slope and intercept, and the uncertainty in the mean is the standard deviation across model means. 
Model

Spatial Patterns of Rapid Cloud Adjustments and Cloud Feedbacks
What is the horizontal and vertical structure of the rapid cloud adjustments and cloud feedbacks? To answer this, we compute the regression of local cloud anomalies onto global mean surface temperature anomalies. As with the global mean anomalies plotted above, the local slope represents the local cloud response per unit change in global mean surface temperature (% K −1 ) which, when multiplied by the cloud radiative kernel (W m −2 % −1 ), gives the local contribution to the cloud feedback (W m −2 K −1 ). The local cloud adjustment could be assessed by computing the average over the early part of the abrupt4xCO2 run, but this may be strongly dependent on the state of ENSO in the piControl run at the time of quadrupling. It can also be calculated as the local y-intercept from the abrupt4xCO2 run, but uncertainties in the regression slope and intercept (present even for the global means shown in Figures 1 and  2 ) become even larger at local scales, limiting the information content of the patterns derived in this manner. Also, using the regression slope intercept assumes that the cloud anomalies at each point followed a simple linear path from the beginning to the end of the integration, with no deviations from linearity. That this clearly does not hold in the global mean (especially for HadGEM 2 − ES) makes it even less likely to hold at the local scale.
Alternatively, one can calculate cloud anomalies from the sstClim4xCO2 run, in which the climatological annual cycle of SST is imposed but with CO 2 held at quadrupled levels. Averaging over the 30-year sstClim4xCO2 run reduces the sensitivity to the initial state of the climate and provides a more robust and stable measure of the rapid cloud adjustment to CO 2 . It also does not rely on the assumption that the response evolves linearly with global mean temperature. That the sstClim4xCO2 global mean anomalies (red crosses in Figures 1 and 2 ) tend to lie much closer to the abrupt4xCO2 anomalies in the early stages of the abrupt4xCO2 integration where they deviate most significantly from the regression line further supports their use as a more robust measure of the true cloud adjustment than the intercept. For these reasons we have chosen to present the sstClim4xCO2 anomalies, though most features discussed below are similar regardless of the chosen measure of rapid cloud adjustment.
The ensemble mean rapid cloud adjustments partitioned into the 9 major ISCCP categories (Rossow and Schiffer (1999) ) are shown in Figure 3 . For all figures hereafter, shades of blue will be used to indicate positive cloud amount, CT P , or τ anomalies, which tend to have a net cooling effect on the planet. The contributions of high, mid-level, and low clouds to the LW, SW, and net cloud feedbacks and rapid adjustments are shown in Table 4 . One must keep in mind that changes in low clouds diagnosed by the ISCCP simulator may result from obscuration changes (e.g., an apparent decrease in low cloud fraction that is due to an increase in high cloud fraction that obscures more low clouds).
Although one might infer from Figure 1 that the consistently small global mean LW rapid cloud adjustment is evidence that there is a negligible rapid high cloud response to CO 2 , it is clear from Figure 3 that this is not true. High clouds of all optical thickness categories decrease significantly in the southern Indian Ocean, the Eastern Pacific, and throughout the Atlantic Ocean, while increasing substantially over tropical and subtropical land areas and over the Maritime Continent. In the global mean, thin and medium-thickness high clouds increase at the expense of high thick clouds, so the total high cloud increase is very small (0.08%). Low clouds of all optical thickness categories decrease substantially over land, while thin and medium-thickness low clouds increase substantially over the ocean. In the global mean, medium-thickness low cloud changes are negligible, while the decrease of thick low cloud exactly cancels the increase in thin low cloud, leading to a small positive net adjustment from low clouds (Table 4) . Medium thickness low clouds exhibit the most dramatic regional anomalies, though their global mean change is nearly zero due to large increases over ocean and decreases over land. Increases are most prominent over the eastern ocean basins where marine stratocumulus clouds are prevalent. Consistent with these large increases in low cloud, Webb et al. (2012) showed that both lower tropospheric stability (Klein and Hartmann (1993) ) and estimated inversion strength (EIS; Wood and Bretherton (2006) ) increase substantially upon CO 2 doubling in slab ocean models, and that EIS responses are strongly negatively correlated with cloud radiative responses across models (i.e., models with greater stability increases have greater low cloud increases that impart a greater negative net radiative response), especially in the most stable regimes. Abrupt decreases in low level cloudiness are, however, apparent very near the coasts of California, Peru, Namibia, and Australia. These low cloud reductions may be caused by advection of warm and/or dry air by the easterly trade winds flowing off the adjacent warmer and drier continent (c.f. The largest global mean rapid adjustments occur for mid-level clouds, which exhibit a large global mean decrease of 0.61%, and show systematic decreases in all thickness categories in almost every location. In the ensemble mean, the contribution of rapid mid-level cloud reductions to the SW anomaly is five times larger than those of both high and low clouds (Table 4) . Mid-level cloud reductions enhance the downwelling TOA net radiation by nearly twice as much high cloud anomalies, which themselves enhance the downwelling net radiation by twice as much as low cloud reductions (Table 4 ). This is in stark contrast to the results of previous studies cited in the Introduction that identified low clouds as the primary cloud type causing large radiative adjustments, and demands some explanation.
One possible reason that we are finding large rapid responses of mid-level rather than low-level clouds as in previous studies is due to our use of the ISCCP simulator: In determining CT P for clouds under atmospheric temperature inversions, ISCCP often erroneously assigns CT P to a level far higher (100-300 hPa) in the atmosphere than it Table 4 . Global mean LW, SW, and net rapid cloud adjustments and cloud feedbacks separated into contributions from high (CT P ≤440 hPa), mid-level (440< CT P ≤680 hPa), low (CT P >680 hPa), thin (τ ≤3.6), medium-thickness (3.6< τ ≤23 hPa), and thick (τ >23 hPa) cloud types, and their sum. Note the CT P and the τ segregated cloud feedbacks individually sum to the total. The uncertainty is the standard deviation across model means. (2008), a feature which the ISCCP simulator purposely mimics. Thus it is possible that a reduction in cloud fraction near the tops of marine stratiform clouds is actually responsible for a portion of the large positive SW adjustment that we are attributing to reductions in mid-level clouds upon CO 2 quadrupling. This is partially supported by the patterns of mid-level cloud anomalies, which have the largest reductions in the predominantly low cloud-dominated regions over the subtropical oceans (Figure 3) . However, the fact that mid-level cloud reductions are not confined to these regions suggests that many of the reductions are real. Another possibility is that the occurrence of high thin clouds overlying low clouds -which the simulator purposely interprets as mid-level cloud -decreases upon CO 2 quadrupling. Over land, the rapid cloud adjustment is characterized by a decrease in low clouds and an increase in high clouds. This can be seen more clearly in the left column of Figure 5 , which shows the zonal average sstClim4xCO2 cloud anomaly separately for land and for ocean. Though clouds at the highest level increase over both land and ocean, the land anomalies are much larger and in the Tropics extend over the top three CT P bins. Clouds decrease at every level from the surface to the mid-troposphere over land, whereas large increases in oceanic clouds occur in the lowest two levels. These features are likely due to the shift of convection from ocean to land following quadrupling of CO 2 , as the land heats up more rapidly than does the ocean, as shown in Wyant et al. (2012) .
The vertical dipole in cloud anomalies (increases at pressures greater than 680 hPa and decreases immediately above this level) over the ocean in Figure 5 may reflect the tendency for marine boundary layer cloud tops to descend as the boundary layer shoals (Watanabe et al. (2011); Wyant et al. (2012) ) and for cloud fractions to reduce due to warming and reductions in relative humidity at mid-levels (Colman and McAvaney (2011) ). This feature may be apparent at a higher altitude than shown in previous studies because of our use of the ISCCP simulator (as discussed above). This interpretation is supported by latitude-height anomalies in the model-produced (i.e., non-ISCCP simulator-interpreted) cloud fields (not shown), which closely resemble the anomaly pattern shown in Figure 2a of Colman and McAvaney (2011) . Nevertheless, the fact that negative cloud anomalies extend throughout the midtroposphere at nearly every latitude suggests that only a portion of the mid-level cloud reductions are arising from simulator artifacts, and we believe that the large positive mid-level cloud adjustment we diagnose is real.
The ensemble mean ∆T s -mediated cloud anomalies are shown in Figure 4 . High clouds in all thickness categories show increases in the equatorial Pacific straddled to the north and south by negative anomalies, as convection shifts onto the equator. Negative high cloud anomalies are also evident over the tropical land masses, a notable contrast from their rapid adjustment to CO 2 . High, thick cloud fraction increases substantially in the global mean, especially in the tropics, over the high latitude in the Northern Hemisphere, and over the Southern Ocean. These cloud changes lead to a strong positive LW high cloud feedback (Table 4) . At mid-levels, thin and medium-thickness clouds decrease while thick clouds increase in the global mean, though their anomalies and induced feedbacks are fairly small at every location. Thin and medium-thickness low clouds decrease in the global mean, with the former primarily occurring at high latitudes and the latter occurring throughout the ocean basins equatorward of about 60
• . Medium-thickness low clouds exhibit large reductions in coverage over the stratus regions in every basin, and especially along the cold tongue in the Eastern Pacific. These changes are in striking contrast to the direct response to CO 2 shown in Figure 3 , and lead to a strong positive low cloud feedback.
As an attempt to synthesize the changes to cloud prop- Figure 6 we show the changes in gross cloud properties for both the rapid responses to CO 2 and the ∆T s -mediated responses that govern the cloud feedback. Upon CO 2 quadrupling, cloud amount decreases over the Indian Ocean, tropical Atlantic Ocean and over most land areas except Africa, while generally increasing over the subtropical and midlatitude oceans. Cloud top pressure decreases significantly over land upon CO 2 quadrupling, but decreases slightly over the subtropics due to an increase in low level cloud fraction rather than a downward translation of cloud tops. Indeed, high cloud altitude increases uniformly upon quadrupling (not shown). A large reduction in τ occurs at all altitudes, especially in the Tropics, in response to quadrupled CO 2 . This may be due to the significantly perturbed atmospheric energy budget following CO 2 quadrupling: The reduction in atmospheric LW cooling would necessitate a reduction in latent heat release from condensation (Bala et al. (2010) ), which could plausibly lead to a reduction in cloud water and hence τ , particularly in deep convective regions. As the planet warms, the global mean cloud amount and CT P continue to decrease, but the patterns of these changes are in many cases of opposite sign to their rapid adjustment counterparts. Total cloud fraction decreases with increasing temperature in the subtropics and over tropical land areas and increases at higher latitudes and over the central and western Pacific. Cloud altitude increases occur over all oceanic areas except over the Arctic, and over the tropical land masses. Cloud optical depth increases substantially, especially for cold clouds at high latitudes and altitudes, as was shown in Tsushima et al. (2006) and Zelinka et al. (2012b) . that occur upon quadrupling of CO 2 lead to a large positive global mean SW anomaly, the component of the cloudinduced SW anomalies that evolves with surface temperature is identically zero in this ensemble of models. Thus, all of the enhanced absorbed SW radiation that would otherwise be attributed to SW cloud feedback is arising purely from abrupt cloud changes rather than as a steadily increasing SW absorption anomaly over the course of the run. This is quite similar to the results of Andrews and Forster (2008) and Andrews et al. (2012a) . The opposite is the case in the LW: rapid cloud adjustments are essentially negligible, while the cloud-induced LW anomalies increase linearly with increasing global mean surface temperature. Thus, in this ensemble, nearly all of the enhanced LW heating due to clouds is indeed attributable to LW cloud feedback rather than to abrupt cloud changes, in agreement with Colman and McAvaney (2011) and Andrews et al. (2012a) . It is noteworthy that the net adjustment and feedback maps are dominated by positive values at most regions, with only small portions of the midlatitude and subtropical oceans having negative net adjustments and the high latitude oceans having negative cloud feedbacks. In sum, both rapid cloud adjustments and cloud feedbacks contribute to an enhancement in downwelling TOA net (LW+SW) radiation in the ensemble mean: Enhanced SW absorption due to cloud fraction reductions occurs immediately upon introduction of the forcing agent and remains roughly constant as the planet warms, while enhanced LW trapping due primarily to increasing cloud top altitude occurs solely as a ∆T s -mediated process, as expected from theory (Hartmann and Larson (2002) ). It is important to bear in mind, however, that even in the ensemble mean, there are large local ∆T s -mediated SW cloud anomalies and instantaneous LW cloud anomalies ( Figure  7) , and even in the global mean, the SW cloud feedbacks are substantial within individual models (Figure 2) .
Several features that were identified in the CFMIP1 slab ocean model ensemble analyzed by Zelinka et al. (2012a) continue to hold in this ensemble of CMIP5 models. First, the high and low net cloud feedbacks are robustly positive in all five models (Table 4) . Second, the inter-model spread in LW and SW high cloud feedback is much larger than that due to low clouds (standard deviations of 0.4 versus 0.2 W m −2 K −1 ), but the inter-model spread in net cloud feedback is dominated by low clouds owing to compensation between the LW and SW effects of high clouds (Table 4). As in CFMIP1, medium-thickness cloud reductions are the single largest contributor to the positive net cloud feedback, and contribute positively in every model.In stark contrast to the results from CFMIP1, the contribution to SW and net cloud feedback from mid-level cloud anomalies is small and negative in the ensemble mean (-0.03 ± 0.12 W m −2 K −1 ). If we ignore rapid cloud adjustments and compute the mid-level cloud feedback "naively" (see Section 5b), the CMIP5 ensemble mean mid-level cloud feedback becomes 0.19 W m −2 K −1 , very close to the value derived in the same manner for CFMIP1. This suggests (though not conclusively) that a large portion of the positive midlevel cloud feedback diagnosed in CFMIP1 was actually due to rapid mid-level cloud reductions upon doubling of CO 2 .
Following the decomposition of cloud anomalies introduced in Zelinka et al. (2012b) , but with modifications explained in the Appendix, we show in Table 5 the contributions of changes in cloud amount, altitude, and optical depth to the LW, SW, and net cloud feedbacks and rapid adjustments 3 . The global mean LW and SW radiation anomalies due to these gross cloud property changes are plotted as a function of global mean surface temperature anomaly in the right column of Figures 1 and 2 .
The small negative LW cloud adjustment is caused by increases in cloud altitude nearly canceling reductions in cloud amount, with an additional small negative component coming from rapid thinning of clouds. In contrast, decreases in cloud amount and optical depth reinforce each other, leading to large positive SW cloud adjustment. The net cloud adjustment is thus quite strongly positive due to nearly equal contributions from decreases in amount, CT P , and τ . The LW cloud altitude feedback is robustly positive, with very little inter-model spread, and is supplemented in 4 out of 5 models by a smaller positive LW cloud optical depth feedback. The robustly positive SW cloud amount feedback is roughly twice as large as the robustly negative LW cloud amount feedback, while the negative SW optical depth feedback is roughly four times greater than the positive LW optical depth feedback, making it the only negative contributor to the net cloud feedback. The SW and net optical depth feedback is negative in all but the M RI −CGCM 3 model, in which it is statistically indistinguishable from zero. Thus the ensemble mean positive net cloud feedback arises from positive amount and altitude feedbacks, opposed by a negative optical depth feedback.
Implications of Diagnostic and Methodological Choices a. Sensitivity to Diagnostics
In Figure 8 we show the cloud-induced LW anomaly, the LW CRE anomaly, and their difference, averaged across the four sstClim4xCO2 simulations. The global mean instantaneous LW CRE anomalies (Figure 8b ) are quite strongly negative, from which one might infer a large cloud response to CO 2 that reduces the forcing due to CO 2 . In contrast, the global mean true LW cloud adjustment (Figure 8a ) (Figure 8c ) exhibits relatively uniform positive values that closely tracks the mean state high cloud distribution (see also Figure 1 of Wyant et al. (2012) ). This difference map provides an estimate of the so-called cloud masking of the radiative perturbations arising from quadrupled CO 2 concentrations and from any rapid responses of temperature and water vapor. The masking of the forcing, which is likely to be dominant, arises because the radiative forcing from CO 2 is larger under clear-sky than under cloudy-sky conditions, and the magnitude of this forcing difference increases with the altitude of cloud tops. This means that immediately upon quadrupling CO 2 , the LW CRE experiences a negative anomaly that has nothing to do with changes in clouds but rather simply because clouds mask the forcing. Of course, clouds also change upon introduction of CO 2 , and this is what is captured by the cloud radiative kernel values. We derive a LW masking of roughly 1.3 W m −2 , quite close to estimates given in Soden et al. (2008) , McAvaney (2011), and Andrews et al. (2012a) . For the HadGEM 2 − ES model, we derive a global mean LW masking (1.12 W m −2 ) identically equal to that derived independently with offline radiation calculations shown in Figure 1 of Wyant et al. (2012) .
In contrast, the instantaneous SW CRE anomaly is slightly more positive than the cloud-induced SW flux anomaly (not shown). Thus the SW cloud forcing mask is of opposing sign and is much smaller than its LW counterpart. This is because the cloud masking effect works in the opposite sense in the SW: the presence of clouds -especially low clouds -increases the average path length over which solar photons travel, slightly increasing their likelihood of being absorbed by the increased number of CO 2 molecules.
The use of CRE as a diagnostic also has implications for computing cloud feedback, for essentially the same reasons. Because CRE anomalies can be caused by changes in noncloud fields, the change in CRE with temperature is in general not the same as the cloud feedback, as discussed in Soden et al. (2004) and Soden et al. (2008) . In Figure 9a and b we show the net cloud feedback computed with the cloud radiative kernels and with ∆CRE cloud feedback. Note that both of these are derived in the same manner by taking the slope of the regression line on the Gregory plot at each location. The true net cloud feedback ( Figure  9a ) is roughy 0.3 W m −2 K −1 greater than that derived with net ∆CRE (Figure 9b) , and is positive rather than negative. The difference map (Figure 9c) gives an estimate of the cloud masking of the non-cloud feedbacks. Large positive values over the high and low latitudes originate from clouds masking the surface albedo and water vapor feedbacks, respectively. Figure 10 of Soden et al. (2008) exhibits a very similar pattern of cloud masking in the SRES A1b scenario, but the global mean value they derive (0.66 W m −2 K −1 ) is roughly twice as large as that derived here. Thus the cloud feedback computed with CRE as a diagnostic is biased toward more negative values. Only 1 out of 5 models in this study (M IROC5) has a negative net cloud feedback, whereas 3 have an implied negative feedback when computed with CRE.
b. Sensitivity to Methodology
Before it was recognized that clouds may undergo a rapid response due directly to the increased CO 2 forcing, all cloud changes that existed at the end of a perturbed CO 2 simulation were assumed to have occurred in response to increasing surface temperature, and therefore were incorporated into the feedback. One would simply take the average cloud-induced radiation anomalies at the end of the run (once it is near equilibrium) and divide by the corresponding change in global mean surface temperature to compute the feedback. We will refer to this as a "naive" calculation of the feedback, though this is in no way meant to be pejorative, as it was not known until recently that fast responses occurred, and no other option is available if model output is not archived through the duration of an abrupt forcing experiment. In Figure 9d , we show this naive calculation of the cloud feedback. Note that this feedback is computed using the cloud-induced change in radiative fluxes from the kernels rather than net ∆CRE, so it does not include cloud masking effects.
The true net cloud feedback is only about half as large as the naively-computed net cloud feedback for this ensemble. This difference is entirely attributable to the rapid responses of clouds to quadrupled CO 2 that is aliased into the naive net cloud feedback, but not included in the true cloud feedback. Compared with their naively-computed counterparts, the true LW altitude feedback is 0.08 W m −2 K −1 less positive and the true LW amount feedback is 0.07 W m −2 K −1 less negative (not shown) because of the decrease in CT P and cloud amount that occurs immediately upon CO 2 quadrupling (Figure 6 ). These offsetting global mean LW cloud amount and altitude adjustments mean that most of the difference between the naive and true cloud feedback arises from the SW component.
Remarkably, whereas the ensemble mean naive SW cloud feedback is 0.30 W m −2 K −1 , the true SW cloud feedback is 0.00 W m −2 K −1 (not shown). The true SW amount feedback is 0.13 W m −2 K −1 less positive and the true SW optical depth feedback is 0.18 W m −2 K −1 more negative than their naively-computed counterparts owing to the rapid CO 2 -induced reduction in total cloud amount and optical depth. Notably, the true SW optical depth feedback is much less positive at low latitudes and much more negative at high latitudes than its naive counterpart. As found in Zelinka et al. (2012b) , the large negative feedback over the Southern Ocean comes from the shift towards thicker clouds and the increase in total cloud amount, but the former is roughly three times stronger in the zonal mean at 60
• S. Properly accounting for the rapid cloud adjustments makes this high latitude brightening of clouds even more dramatic, and further increases the importance of cloud brightening over cloud increases in causing the high latitude negative feedback.
Conclusions
In this paper we have used output from the ISCCP simulator to illuminate the direct responses of clouds to an abrupt quadrupling of CO 2 as well as the subsequent changes in clouds that progress as the planet warms across an ensemble of five CMIP5 GCMs. In addition, we have used cloud radiative kernels to quantify the radiative impact of these cloud anomalies, thereby diagnosing the true cloud feedback and rapid adjustments, with no influence from cloud masking effects that can be difficult to account for in other methods.
A spatially uniform decrease in mid-level clouds and shift from thicker to thinner cloud types occurs upon quadrupling of CO 2 , while marine stratocumulus clouds and high clouds over land exhibit dramatic increases. Though these cloud anomalies have only a small negative (cooling) influence on the global mean LW budget of the planet in every model, they strongly increase the amount of SW radiation absorbed by the planet in every model, consistent with many previous studies (Andrews and Forster (2008) ; Colman and McAvaney (2011); Watanabe et al. (2011); Andrews et al. (2012a) ). As the planet warms due to quadrupled CO 2 levels, high cloud altitude continues to increase, leading to a large positive LW cloud feedback, consistent with Zelinka and Hartmann (2010) and Zelinka et al. (2012b) . Unlike the direct response of clouds to CO 2 , low clouds equatorward of 60
• decrease substantially over every ocean basin as the planet warms, and cold clouds at high latitudes and altitudes become thicker, leading to positive SW cloud amount and negative SW cloud optical depth feedbacks, as also found in CFMIP1 models (Zelinka et al. (2012b) ). In the ensemble mean, all of the cloudenhanced SW heating that is present in the nearly equi- librated 4xCO 2 state arose from cloud reductions immediately upon introduction of the forcing agent, with little ∆T s -mediated response. In contrast, nearly all of the cloud-enhanced LW heating present in the nearly equilibrated 4xCO 2 state arose from ∆T s -mediated cloud top altitude increases, with little direct response to the forcing agent.
We have also highlighted the implications of diagnostic and methodological choices on the derived cloud feedbacks and adjustments. First, we showed that CRE-derived LW cloud adjustments are strongly negatively biased, owing to the 1.3 W m −2 masking of the 4xCO 2 radiative forcing by clouds rather than any true cloud adjustment to CO 2 . Similarly, the net cloud feedback is negatively based due to roughly 0.3 W m −2 K −1 cloud masking of positive non-cloud feedbacks. Second, we showed that calculating cloud feedbacks by simply taking the cloud-related radiation anomalies at the end of a perturbed run and dividing by the global mean surface temperature change between equilibrium states, as is commonly done, will give the incorrect value of the cloud feedback. This is because of the large adjustments that occur immediately upon CO 2 quadrupling that are better interpreted as an adjustment to the forcing than as a feedback. This primarily affects the SW cloud feedbacks, for which the (positive) amount feedback is reduced in magnitude from its naive value and the (negative) optical depth feedback is increased in magnitude from its naive value. In this ensemble, failing to account for the true time-dependent cloud-induced anomalies leads to a 100% overestimate of the net cloud feedback.
Our primary purpose in this paper was to detail the cloud anomalies responsible for rapid adjustments and feedbacks across an ensemble of currently available CMIP5 models and to quantify the effect of different methodological and diagnostic choices on the derived feedbacks and rapid adjustments. We have not attempted to explain every feature that is present in the results, and hope that this paper will motivate further study of these cloud processes. Specifically, this study has raised numerous questions, like
• Why does cloud optical depth decrease immediately following CO 2 quadrupling?
• According to Hartmann and Larson (2002) , high clouds shift upwards in a warming climate due to the upward shift of the water vapor radiative cooling profile. Can the rapid increase in high cloud altitude be explained in the same way, but with CO 2 playing the role of water vapor?
• The global mean LW cloud adjustment is systematically near zero due to a remarkable cancellation of nonzero amount, altitude, and optical depth changes.
Are there reasons to expect this to be negligible?
• What causes the large deviations from linearity evident in the early stages of the quadrupled simulations in some models but not in others?
As a follow-up to the final question, we note that although global mean cloud-induced radiation anomalies behave remarkably linearly for the majority of a abrupt forcing simulation, the forcing-feedback paradigm cannot fully capture the rich structure evident in the time-evolving radiative anomalies. Moreover, separation between rapid (CO 2 adjustment) and slow (∆T s -mediated) timescales is not clear and likely varies from model to model. Thus we echo the sentiment expressed in Andrews et al. (2012b) that consideration of the time-evolving radiative anomalies is crucial for properly understanding the role of clouds in altering the radiation budget of the perturbed climate. also supported by funding from the European Union, Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007 -2013 Zelinka et al. (2012b) proposed a decomposition of the anomalous cloud fraction histogram that allowed for partitioning the cloud feedbacks into contributions from change in the total amount of clouds keeping the altitude and optical depth distribution fixed, the change in altitude keeping the total amount and optical depth distribution fixed, and the change in optical depth, keeping the total amount and altitude distribution fixed. The sum of these three components would ideally sum to the total cloud feedback, but in most cases there is a residual that arises from the fact that most cloud changes do not fall solely into one component and are therefore included in several. Here we describe the modifications we have made to the cloud feedback decomposition that reduce the size of this residual, while remaining true to the original philosophy of the decomposition.
We first express the anomalous cloud fraction (∆C pτ ) as ∆C pτ = (
where
and we express the kernel as
The first term on the RHS of (A1) is the hypothetical change in cloud fraction assuming the change in total cloud fraction is distributed throughout the histogram such that the relative proportions of cloud fractions in each CT P -τ bin remains constant, and is identical to that derived in Zelinka et al. (2012b) .
The cloud-induced radiation anomaly is given by
(A5) The first term on the RHS (when divided by ∆T s ) is the cloud amount feedback, and is identical to that derived in Zelinka et al. (2012b) . The second term on the RHS (when divided by ∆T s ) contains the sum of altitude, optical depth, and residual feedbacks.
We can further resolve K into components:
and
The cloud-induced radiation anomalies are then expressed as
The terms on the RHS (when divided by ∆T s ) are the cloud amount, altitude, optical depth, and residual feedbacks, respectively.
